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own sake. Her natural phrasings and warm tone effectively offsets 
Bringas’ more extreme timbres and phrasings.

Over the last decade, the string ensemble has become a par-
ticularly fertile setting for collective improvisation. One thinks of 
groups such as Simon Fell’s ZFP Quartet, Quatour Accorde, or 
Evan Parker’s String Ensemble to name a few. (4) features a violin, 
viola, two cello, and bass ensemble in a rotating combination of 
trio settings for bristling collective improvisation. The sonorities 
may bring to mind classical chamber settings, but the strategies 
and attack are all about Free improvisation. Itzam Cano’s bass 
plays a critical role, anchoring the music with slapped strings 
and rumbling bottom end. The cellists trade off, sawing out lines 
and textures in the middle range as viola or violin dive bomb 
from the upper registers. These are all remarkably accomplished 
players, but it is their ideas that stand out rather than their sheer 
technique. Pieces range from alien sounding explorations (which 
sound like they may be electronically extended) to buzzing fields 
to contrapuntal freedom to linear interplay. The live recording 
captures the physical presence of the group, complete with back-
ground interjections of howling of dogs. The performances elicit 
well-deserved kudos from the audiences. This one is a particular 
stand-out of the boxed set.

The title of (5) translates as “The Tradition of those Without 
Tradition.” The CD was recorded live at Café Jazzorca over the 
course of three years and provides a glimpse at a quite active 
Free Improvisation scene. The fourteen collective improvisa-
tions present a variety of groupings of local musicians along 
with guest appearances by Japanese drummer Tatsuya Yoshida, 
New York improv vocalist Shelley Hirsch, and drummer Stefán 
González (son of Dennis Gonzalez and member of his trio, Yells 
At Eels). The settings range from duos to quintets and though all 
are Free improvisations, they cut across a wide variety of styles. 
There are raucous, Rock-inflected stomps like the opener with 
Germán Bringas’ squalling reeds, Julio Clavijo’s skronking guitar, 
and Yoshida’s caterwauling drums or the herky-jerky stomp of 
González’ duo with violist Alexander Bruck. There’s also vocal 
acrobatics like the second cut, a trio meeting of Shelly Hirsch, 
Juan Pablo Villa, and Ángelo Moroni, or track 11, where the 
three vocalists parry with Bringas, Bruck, and guitarist Fernando 
Vigureas. Track 13, a duo between Bringas and González, throws 
trumpet, reeds, and percussion in with a variety of echoes and 
delays for a swirling, atmospheric improvisation that has some 
electrifying moments. The final track, with Bringas, González, 
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